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Description

BLISS Imobiliare presents a 3-bedroom apartment, located in the residential complex Insieme Residence, Pipera,
which is guarded and closed with a barrier.

The location of the property is an exceptional one.

The apartment is located between the Iancu Nicolae area and the American School, and within a radius of 2
kilometers we have no less than 7 educational centers, schools, kindergartens and after school for children. These
include Olga Gudynn International School, British School of Bucharest, Kids Kingdom Kindergarden, Mark Twain
International School, etc.

The area where the apartment is located is very sought after, due to the quick access to facilities and top quality
services. Starting from local businesses, including shops, grocers, cafes, restaurants, gyms, beauty salons, clinics
(aesthetic, medical, dental and veterinary), car washes and car services, etc., to large commercial centers, such as
Jollie Ville, Strip Mall, Baneasa Shopping City or Promenada Mall, the Pipera area offers everything you need for a
modern and comfortable lifestyle.

From the apartment we have an unobstructed view of the forest, and the distance from busy roads such as
Bulevardul Pipera ensures peace in the house or on the balcony.

The apartment has four rooms, including 3 bedrooms and an open space living room with kitchen. Two of the
bedrooms have their own dressing room and en-suite bathroom.
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The apartment is ideal for a family with children, but also for a dynamic couple, who wants enough living space
combined with work/hobby.

One of the bedrooms can easily be converted into an office or hobby room and will not affect the privacy of the other
two bedrooms.

The apartment was completely renovated at the beginning of 2023 and is ready to move into at any time.

 



 

Property details

Rooms no. 4

Useable surface 119m²

Constructed surface 124m²

Apartment type Apartment

Type of rooms Independent

Type of comfort Deluxe

Bedrooms no. 3

Kitchens no. 1

Bathrooms no. 2

Toilets no. 1

Building type Block

Year built 2010

Config 1S+P+5

Floor 2

Balconies no. 1

State Finished

Elevator Yes

Parking inside 1

Parking outside 1

Amenities

 

 Equipped kitchen  Dishwasher  Semi furnished ( Willing to take

out )

 Private heating  Air conditioning  Fireplace



 

Location

Photos
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